Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

World Explorers

1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

1) Fransisco De Coronado explores the south western United States. (1540)
2) Dinis Dias sails along the west coast of Africa. (1445)
3) Henry Hudson explored parts of the Arctic Ocean and Hudson River. (1609)
4) Jacques Marquette explores the Mississippi River. (1673)
5) Lewis and Clark explore the Louisiana Purchase. (1804)
6) Christopher Columbus sails to 'The New World', landing in Cuba. (1492)
7) Ferdinand Magellan and his crew sail around the world. (1519)
8) Tristan De Luna explores North America. (1559)
9) James Cook discovers New Zealand. (1768)
10) Adrien Gerlache explores Antarctica. (1897)
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

**World Explorers**

1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900

1) Fransisco De Coronado explores the south western United States. (1540) **E**

2) Dinis Dias sails along the west coast of Africa. (1445) **B**

3) Henry Hudson explored parts of the Arctic Ocean and Hudson River. (1609) **G**

4) Jacques Marquette explores the Mississippi River. (1673) **H**

5) Lewis and Clark explore the Louisiana Purchase. (1804) **K**

6) Christopher Columbus sails to 'The New World', landing in Cuba. (1492) **C**

7) Ferdinand Magellan and his crew sail around the world. (1519) **D**

8) Tristan De Luna explorers North America. (1559) **F**

9) James Cook discovers New Zealand. (1768) **J**

10) Adrien Gerlache explores Antarctica. (1897) **M**

**Answers**

1. **E**
2. **B**
3. **G**
4. **H**
5. **K**
6. **C**
7. **D**
8. **F**
9. **J**
10. **M**
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

**World Explorers**

1400 1450 1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900

1) Francisco De Coronado explores the southwestern United States. (1540)
   E or H

2) Dinis Dias sails along the west coast of Africa. (1445)
   B or M

3) Henry Hudson explored parts of the Arctic Ocean and Hudson River. (1609)
   G or D

4) Jacques Marquette explores the Mississippi River. (1673)
   H or J

5) Lewis and Clark explore the Louisiana Purchase. (1804)
   K or D

6) Christopher Columbus sails to 'The New World', landing in Cuba. (1492)
   K or C

7) Ferdinand Magellan and his crew sail around the world. (1519)
   C or D

8) Tristan De Luna explores North America. (1559)
   J or F

9) James Cook discovers New Zealand. (1768)
   H or J

10) Adrien Gerlache explores Antarctica. (1897)
    D or M
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

The American Civil War

1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

1) Ulysses S. Grant is given control of all union (the north) troops. (Mar. 1864)

2) General Lee surrenders, effectively ending the civil war. (Apr. 1865)

3) Abraham Lincoln is re-elected as president of the United States. (Nov. 1864)

4) Confederate (the south) troops fire on Fort Sumter. The first hostilities of the civil war. (Jul. 1861)

5) Emancipation Proclamation is issued, eventually freeing all slaves. (Jan. 1863)

6) Union (the north) troops gain control of the Mississippi River. (Apr. 1862)

7) Lincoln is sworn in as president. (Mar. 1861)

8) The south secedes. (Jan. 1861)

9) The battle of Antietam. (Sep. 1862)

10) General Stonewall Jackson (confederate) is mortally wounded by one of his men during a battle. (May 1863)
The American Civil War

1) Ulysses S. Grant is given control of all union (the north) troops. (Mar. 1864) J

2) General Lee surrenders, effectively ending the civil war. (Apr. 1865) L

3) Abraham Lincoln is re-elected as president of the United States. (Nov. 1864) K

4) Confederate (the south) troops fire on Fort Sumter. The first hostilities of the civil war. (Jul. 1861) C

5) Emancipation Proclamation is issued, eventually freeing all slaves. (Jan. 1863) G

6) Union (the north) troops gain control of the Mississippi River. (Apr. 1862) E

7) Lincoln is sworn in as president. (Mar. 1861) B

8) The south secedes. (Jan. 1861) A

9) The battle of Antietam. (Sep. 1862) F

10) General Stonewall Jackson (confederate) is mortally wounded by one of his men during a battle. (May 1863) H
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

The American Civil War

1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 1866

1) Ulysses S. Grant is given control of all union (the north) troops. (Mar. 1864)
   H or J

2) General Lee surrenders, effectively ending the civil war. (Apr. 1865)
   J or L

3) Abraham Lincoln is re-elected as president of the United States. (Nov. 1864)
   B or K

4) Confederate (the south) troops fire on Fort Sumter. The first hostilities of the civil war. (Jul. 1861)
   C or G

5) Emancipation Proclamation is issued, eventually freeing all slaves. (Jan. 1863)
   G or J

6) Union (the north) troops gain control of the Mississippi River. (Apr. 1862)
   E or H

7) Lincoln is sworn in as president. (Mar. 1861)
   B or F

8) The south secedes. (Jan. 1861)
   C or A

9) The battle of Antietam. (Sep. 1862)
   H or F

10) General Stonewall Jackson (confederate) is mortally wounded by one of his men during a battle. (May 1863)
    H or B

Answers

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
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Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

**Advances in Automobiles**

1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940

1) Henry ford begins making the model T. (1908)  
2) First car body made entirely with steel. (1914)  
3) Karl Pabst creates the jeep. (1940)  
4) Karl Benz creates the first practical automobile. (1880)  
5) The first electric starter is introduced on the 'Anold' automobile. (1895)  
6) Hydraulic brakes are invented by Malcolm Loughead (co-founder of lockheed). (1919)  
7) Drum brakes are introduced by Renault. (1902)  
8) The first motorcycle is created by Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach. (1886)  
9) Turn signals begin appearing on cars. (1935)  
10) First power steering system is introduced. (1926)
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

**Advances in Automobiles**

1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940

A B C D E F G H I J K L M

1) Henry ford begins making the model T. (1908) F
2) First car body made entirely with steel. (1914) G
3) Karl Pabst creates the jeep. (1940) M
4) Karl Benz creates the first practical automobile. (1880) A
5) The first electric starter is introduced on the 'Anold' automobile. (1895) D
6) Hydraulic brakes are invented by Malcolm Loughead (co-founder of lockheed). (1919) H
7) Drum brakes are introduced by Renault. (1902) E
8) The first motorcycle is created by Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach. (1886) B
9) Turn signals begin appearing on cars. (1935) L
10) First power steering system is introduced. (1926) J
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

**Advances in Automobiles**

1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940

1) Henry ford begins making the model T. (1908)
   E or F

2) First car body made entirely with steel. (1914)
   G or F

3) Karl Pabst creates the jeep. (1940)
   M or H

4) Karl Benz creates the first practical automobile. (1880)
   E or A

5) The first electric starter is introduced on the 'Anold' automobile. (1895)
   F or D

6) Hydraulic brakes are invented by Malcolm Loughead (co-founder of lockheed). (1919)
   B or H

7) Drum brakes are introduced by Renault. (1902)
   E or B

8) The first motorcycle is created by Gottlieb Daimler and Wilhelm Maybach. (1886)
   L or B

9) Turn signals begin appearing on cars. (1935)
   L or B

10) First power steering system is introduced. (1926)
    J or H
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

1) Germany declares war on Russia (Aug. 1914)
2) Official End of World War 1 with Germans signing armistice with allies. (Nov. 1918)
3) A treaty is signed between Russia and Germany. (Mar. 1918)
4) First major use of tanks. (Sep. 1916)
5) Battle of Verdun takes place. (Feb. 1916)
6) Lusitania is sunk by a German U-boat. (May 1915)
7) The United States declares war on Germany. (Apr. 1917)
8) Britain launches major offense on Western Front. (Nov. 1917)
9) Francis Ferdinand is assassinated. (Jun. 1914)
10) Germans capture Warsaw. (Aug. 1915)
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

World War 1

1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919

A B C D E F G H I J K

1) Germany declares war on Russia (Aug. 1914) C

2) Official End of World War 1 with Germans signing armistice with allies. (Nov. 1918) K

3) A treaty is signed between Russia and Germany. (Mar. 1918) J

4) First major use of tanks. (Sep. 1916) G

5) Battle of Verdun takes place. (Feb. 1916) F

6) Lusitania is sunk by a German U-boat. (May 1915) D

7) The United States declares war on Germany. (Apr. 1917) H

8) Britain launches major offense on Western Front. (Nov. 1917) I

9) Francis Ferdinand is assassinated. (Jun. 1914) B
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Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

World War 1

1) Germany declares war on Russia (Aug. 1914)
   C or E

2) Official End of World War 1 with Germans signing armistice with allies. (Nov. 1918)
   K or F

3) A treaty is signed between Russia and Germany. (Mar. 1918)
   J or C

4) First major use of tanks. (Sep. 1916)
   G or C

5) Battle of Verdun takes place. (Feb. 1916)
   F or E

6) Lusitania is sunk by a German U-boat. (May 1915)
   D or J

7) The United States declares war on Germany. (Apr. 1917)
   C or H

8) Britain launches major offense on Western Front. (Nov. 1917)
   I or H

9) Francis Ferdinand is assassinated. (Jun. 1914)
   B or F

10) Germans capture Warsaw. (Aug. 1915)
    K or E
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

The Internet


1) The first internet virus, 'Elk Cloner', is written by Bob Thomas. (1981)
2) ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) goes online connecting four universities. (1969)
3) Electronic mail is introduced by Ray Tomilson. (1972)
4) Microsoft creates a web browser for Windows 95. (1994)
5) The video sharing website 'youtube' is launched. (2005)
6) The first dial up internet is introduced for consumers. (1989)
8) Larry Page and Sergey Brin create the search engine 'Google'. (1998)
9) The word 'Internet' is used for the first time. (1982)
10) Apple Computer is founded by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. (1976)
The Internet


A   B   C   D   E   F   G   H   I   J   K   L   M

2) ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) goes online connecting four universities. (1969) B
3) Electronic mail is introduced by Ray Tomilson. (1972) C
4) Microsoft creates a web browser for Windows 95. (1994) I
5) The video sharing website 'youtube' is launched. (2005) L
6) The first dial up internet is introduced for consumers. (1989) H
8) Larry Page and Sergey Brin create the search engine 'Google'. (1998) J
9) The word 'Internet' is used for the first time. (1982) F
10) Apple Computer is founded by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. (1976) D
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

The Internet


1) The first internet virus, 'Elk Cloner', is written by Bob Thomas. (1981)
   E or K

2) ARPA (Advanced Research Projects Agency) goes online connecting four universities. (1969)
   I or B

3) Electronic mail is introduced by Ray Tomilson. (1972)
   J or C

4) Microsoft creates a web browser for Windows 95. (1994)
   I or J

5) The video sharing website 'youtube' is launched. (2005)
   D or L

6) The first dial up internet is introduced for consumers. (1989)
   I or H

   K or E

8) Larry Page and Sergey Brin create the search engine 'Google'. (1998)
   I or J

9) The word 'Internet' is used for the first time. (1982)
   F or K

10) Apple Computer is founded by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak. (1976)
    D or K

Questions:
1. __________
2. __________
3. __________
4. __________
5. __________
6. __________
7. __________
8. __________
9. __________
10. __________
Early Milestones in Cinema

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>A Harvey Wilcox's wife, Daeida, names her ranch in California, 'Hollywood'. (1886)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880</td>
<td>B 'The Great Train Robbery' is one of the first western films. It is 12 minutes long. (1903)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>C The first video camera is created by Etienne Marey. It takes 12 images per second. (1882)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>D The first motion picture is projected onto a screen for paying audiences (An 8 minute boxing match). (1895)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>E The Limelight Department becomes one of the first feature film studios. (1892)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>F Special effects are introduced by Georges Méliès in the film, 'Le Voyage Dans La Lune'. (1902)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>G The first camera is introduced by 'The Eastman Kodak Company'. It costs $1. (1900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910</td>
<td>H British Photograph Eawerd Muybridge takes multiple photographs in sequence creating the first video. (1878)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I 'Humorous Phases of Funny Faces' is one of the earliest animated films. (1906)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J 35 mm width film becomes the standard for motion pictures. (1897)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.
Early Milestones in Cinema

1) Harvey Wilcox's wife, Daeida, names her ranch in California, 'Hollywood'. (1886) D

2) 'The Great Train Robbery' is one of the first western films. It is 12 minutes long. (1903) K

3) The first video camera is created by Etienne Marey. It takes 12 images per second. (1882) C

4) The first motion picture is projected onto a screen for paying audiences (An 8 minute boxing match). (1895) G

5) The Limelight Department becomes one of the first feature film studios. (1892) F

6) Special effects are introduced by Georges Méliès in the film, 'Le Voyage Dans La Lune'. (1902) J

7) The first camera is introduced by 'The Eastman Kodak Company'. It costs $1. (1900) I

8) British Photograph Eaweard Muybridge takes multiple photographs in sequence creating the first video. (1878) B

9) 'Humorous Phases of Funny Faces' is one of the earliest animated films. (1906) L

10) 35 mm width film becomes the standard for motion pictures. (1897) H
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

Early Milestones in Cinema

1875 1880 1885 1890 1895 1900 1905 1910

1) Harvey Wilcox's wife, Daeida, names her ranch in California, 'Hollywood'. (1886)  
   D or H

2) 'The Great Train Robbery' is one of the first western films. It is 12 minutes long. (1903)  
   K or C

3) The first video camera is created by Etienne Marey. It takes 12 images per second. (1882)  
   K or C

4) The first motion picture is projected onto a screen for paying audiences (An 8 minute boxing match). (1895)  
   G or D

5) The Limelight Department becomes one of the first feature film studios. (1892)  
   F or D

6) Special effects are introduced by Georges Méliès in the film, 'Le Voyage Dans La Lune'. (1902)  
   J or G

7) The first camera is introduced by 'The Eastman Kodak Company'. It costs $1. (1900)  
   C or I

8) British Photographer Eawerd Muybridge takes multiple photographs in sequence creating the first video. (1878)  
   L or B

9) 'Humorous Phases of Funny Faces' is one of the earliest animated films. (1906)  
   L or I

10) 35 mm width film becomes the standard for motion pictures. (1897)  
    F or H
The First President - George Washington

1730  1735  1740  1745  1750  1755  1760  1765  1770  1775  1780  1785  1790  1795  1800

1) George Washington is appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army. (1775)
2) Colonel Washington surrenders Fort Necessity during the French and Indian War. (1754)
3) George Washington is born. (1732)
4) George Washington is elected first president of the new United States of America. (1789)
5) Washington becomes official Surveyor for Culpeper County, Virginia. (1749)
6) Washington is re-elected as president. (1793)
7) George Washington marries Martha Custis. (1759)
8) George Washington dies at age 67. (1799)
9) George Washington is one of 38 signers of The Constitution of the United States of America. (1787)
10) George Washington resigns his commission as Commander-in-Chief. (1783)
The First President - George Washington

1730 1735 1740 1745 1750 1755 1760 1765 1770 1775 1780 1785 1790 1795 1800

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

1) George Washington is appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army. (1775) I
2) Colonel Washington surrenders Fort Necessity during the French and Indian War. (1754) E
3) George Washington is born. (1732) A
4) George Washington is elected first president of the new United States of America. (1789) L
5) Washington becomes official Surveyor for Culpeper County, Virginia. (1749) D
6) Washington is re-elected as president. (1793) M
7) George Washington marries Martha Custis. (1759) F
8) George Washington dies at age 67. (1799) N
9) George Washington is one of 38 signers of The Constitution of the United States of America. (1787) K
10) George Washington resigns his commission as Commander-in-Chief. (1783) J
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

The First President - George Washington

1730 1735 1740 1745 1750 1755 1760 1765 1770 1775 1780 1785 1790 1795 1800

1) George Washington is appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Continental Army. (1775)
   N or I

2) Colonel Washington surrenders Fort Necessity during the French and Indian War. (1754)
   L or E

3) George Washington is born. (1732)
   L or A

4) George Washington is elected first president of the new United States of America. (1789)
   L or F

5) Washington becomes official Surveyor for Culpeper County, Virginia. (1749)
   D or K

6) Washington is re-elected as president. (1793)
   M or E

7) George Washington marries Martha Custis. (1759)
   M or F

8) George Washington dies at age 67. (1799)
   F or N

9) George Washington is one of 38 signers of The Constitution of the United States of America. (1787)
   I or K

10) George Washington resigns his commission as Commander-in-Chief. (1783)
    J or D
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

Appliance Origins

1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935

1) First electric stove is introduced by Hotpoint. (1910) D
2) Electric can opener is created. (1931) K
3) First radios with turners are introduced (allowing listeners to change the station). (1916) F
4) The 'Thor' the first electric washing machine is invented by Alva Fisher. (1908) C
5) First moveable vacuum cleaner is created. (1905) B
6) Spin dryers first start to appear on the market. (1924) H
7) First in home air conditioner is introduced. (1928) J
8) Electric in-sink garbage disposals are invented. (1927) I
9) First electric air conditioner is invented. (1902) A
10) General Electric (Later known as GE) create first in-home electric refrigerator. (1913) E

Answers

1. _________
2. _________
3. _________
4. _________
5. _________
6. _________
7. _________
8. _________
9. _________
10. _________
Appliance Origins

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

1) First electric stove is introduced by Hotpoint. (1910) D
2) Electric can opener is created. (1931) K
3) First radios with turners are introduced (allowing listeners to change the station). (1916) F
4) The 'Thor' the first electric washing machine is invented by Alva Fisher. (1908) C
5) First moveable vacuum cleaner is created. (1905) B
6) Spin dryers first start to appear on the market. (1924) H
7) First in home air conditioner is introduced. (1928) J
8) Electric in-sink garbage disposals are invented. (1927) I
9) First electric air conditioner is invented. (1902) A
10) General Electric (Later known as GE) create first in-home electric refrigerator. (1913) E
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

Appliance Origins

1900 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935

A B C D E F G H I J K

1) First electric stove is introduced by Hotpoint. (1910)
   D or I
2) Electric can opener is created. (1931)
   F or K
3) First radios with turners are introduced (allowing listeners to change the station). (1916)
   F or H
4) The 'Thor' the first electric washing machine is invented by Alva Fisher. (1908)
   C or D
5) First moveable vacuum cleaner is created. (1905)
   F or B
6) Spin dryers first start to appear on the market. (1924)
   C or H
7) First in home air conditioner is introduced. (1928)
   J or I
8) Electric in-sink garbage disposals are invented. (1927)
   I or E
9) First electric air conditioner is invented. (1902)
   C or A
10) General Electric (Later known as GE) create first in-home electric refrigerator. (1913)
    H or E
1) Edison sets up a chemistry lab while working as a trainboy. (1859)

2) Edison creates electric battery for electric cars. (1900)

3) Edison invents an early copying device called 'The Electric Pen'. (1875)

4) Thomas Edison begins working as a telegraph operator. (1863)

5) Edison marries Mary Stillwell. (1871)

6) Thomas Edison is born in Milan Ohio. (1847)

7) Edison demonstrates his system for making motion pictures. (1893)

8) Edison develops his phonograph. (1888)

9) Edison invents the carbon filament lamp. (1879)

10) Thomas Edison introduces the home phonograph. (1896)
The Life and Inventions of Thomas Edison

1) Edison sets up a chemistry lab while working as a trainboy. (1859) D

2) Edison creates electric battery for electric cars. (1900) L

3) Edison invents an early copying device called 'The Electric Pen'. (1875) G

4) Thomas Edison begins working as a telegraph operator. (1863) E

5) Edison marries Mary Stillwell. (1871) F

6) Thomas Edison is born in Milan Ohio. (1847) A

7) Edison demonstrates his system for making motion pictures. (1893) J

8) Edison develops his phonograph. (1888) I

9) Edison invents the carbon filament lamp. (1879) H

10) Thomas Edison introduces the home phonograph. (1896) K
The Life and Inventions of Thomas Edison

1. Edison sets up a chemistry lab while working as a trainboy. (1859)
   - F or D

2. Edison creates electric battery for electric cars. (1900)
   - I or L

3. Edison invents an early copying device called 'The Electric Pen'. (1875)
   - G or I

4. Thomas Edison begins working as a telegraph operator. (1863)
   - H or E

5. Edison marries Mary Stillwell. (1871)
   - D or F

6. Thomas Edison is born in Milan Ohio. (1847)
   - A or D

7. Edison demonstrates his system for making motion pictures. (1893)
   - F or J

8. Edison develops his phonograph. (1888)
   - J or I

9. Edison invents the carbon filament lamp. (1879)
   - H or L

10. Thomas Edison introduces the home phonograph. (1896)
    - K or J
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

**Major Nintendo Events**


1. ________
2. ________
3. ________
4. ________
5. ________
6. ________
7. ________
8. ________
9. ________
10. ________

1) The Nintendo 64 is released along with Super Mario 64. (1996)
2) The 'Gameboy Advance' is released. (2001)
3) Nintendo releases the 'Game Boy'. Their first portable game system with changeable cartridges. (1989)
4) Nintendo releases the 'Famicom' in Japan. Their first home video game system. (1983)
5) Nintendo releases the 'NES' with Super Mario Bros. in America. (1985)
7) Nintendo releases 'Donkey Kong'. (1981)
8) Nintendo releases the 'Game & Watch' portable game system. (1980)
9) The 3D 'Virtual Boy' is released. It receives only 22 games before being discontinued. (1995)
10) Universal Studios unsuccessfully sues Nintendo over the name 'Donkey Kong' for being too similar to 'King Kong'. (1982)
Placing Events on a Timeline

Determine which letter best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline. Not all letters will be used.

Major Nintendo Events


A B C D E F G H I J K L M

1) The Nintendo 64 is released along with Super Mario 64. (1996) K
2) The 'Gameboy Advance' is released. (2001) M
3) Nintendo releases the 'Game Boy'. Their first portable game system with changeable cartridges. (1989) G
4) Nintendo releases the 'Famicom' in Japan. Their first home video game system. (1983) D
5) Nintendo releases the 'NES' with Super Mario Bros. in America. (1985) E
7) Nintendo releases 'Donkey Kong'. (1981) B
8) Nintendo releases the 'Game & Watch' portable game system. (1980) A
9) The 3D 'Virtual Boy' is released. It receives only 22 games before being discontinued. (1995) J
10) Universal Studios unsuccessfully sues Nintendo over the name 'Donkey Kong' for being too similar to 'King Kong'. (1982) C
Determine which choice best represents the location the event should occur on the timeline.

**Major Nintendo Events**


1) The Nintendo 64 is released along with Super Mario 64. (1996)  
   B or K

2) The 'Gameboy Advance' is released. (2001)  
   K or M

3) Nintendo releases the 'Game Boy'. Their first portable game system with changeable cartridges. (1989)  
   H or G

4) Nintendo releases the 'Famicom' in Japan. Their first home video game system. (1983)  
   D or G

5) Nintendo releases the 'NES' with Super Mario Bros. in America. (1985)  
   E or C

   G or H

7) Nintendo releases 'Donkey Kong'. (1981)  
   B or K

8) Nintendo releases the 'Game & Watch' portable game system. (1980)  
   H or A

9) The 3D 'Virtual Boy' is released. It receives only 22 games before being discontinued. (1995)  
   D or J

10) Universal Studios unsuccessfully sues Nintendo over the name 'Donkey Kong' for being too similar to 'King Kong'. (1982)  
    C or M